Sign up for Parent Portal and SCMS ListServ (see SCMS website for both links)

- 3- 1.5" WHITE VIEW VINYL BINDER
- 2- 1” WHITE VIEW VINYL BINDER
- 5- 5 TAB MULTI COLORED INDEX PAPER DIVIDER
- 5-WIDE RULE 10.5X8 FILLER PAPER 200CT
- 1- ASSORTED POCKET ONLY FOLDER
- 1-NYLON PENCIL BAG
- 48-#2 PRESHARPENED PENCILS
- 1-HANDHELD PENCIL SHARPENER W/ RECEPTACLE
- 6-BLACK PENS
- 6-BLUE PENS
- 3-FLUORESCENT YELLOW HIGHLIGHTER
- 1-CRAYOLA 7’ COLORED PRESHARPENED PENCILS 12CT
- 1-GRAPH FILLER PAPER 4 SQUARES/INCH W/HOLES 50CT
- 1-EARBUD HEADPHONES
- 1-SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR (FSA APPROVED: CASIO FX-260 SOLAR)
- 1-6” PROTRACTOR-CLEAR
- 1-12” 1/16” STANDARD/METRIC PLASTIC RULER
- 1-FISKARS 5” BLUNT SCISSORS
- 1-CRAYOLA CLASSIC THINK MARKERS 8CT
- 2-3X5 RULED WHITE INDEX CARDS 100CT
- 1-COMPOSITION NOTEBOOK (SCIENCE)

Some of the above supplies such as pencils, pens, and paper will need to be replenished throughout the school year.